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Memo to Det. MacGillivary from Det. Massey states that an anonymous person 
called on 2/12/99at1519 hours. The anonymous person called and is identified 
as an Asian Male 18-21 years old. He advised investigators that they should 
concentrate on Adnan. 
1525 hours - Anonymous caller called Homicide again. Stated caller 
remembered that about one ear ago, Adnan informed a friend of his (Baser Ali -
AIM 17) if he had ever hurt anyone he would drive that person into a lake. Ali 
attends Centennial High School in Columbia and his home phone #410- . 

Discussion with Ali (Adnan's brother) discussing if he knows who Baser Ali 
is. 
The person could be referring to Y asser Ali, whom he describes as a good friend 
of Adnan's. He states that Adnan and Yasser are still in contact with one 
another. Adnan calls him from jail. Yasser was before the Grand Jury. Yasser 
does not think Adnan killed Hae according to Adnan's brother. He stated that 
according to Y asser the police questioned him regarding a love letter found in the 
car from Adnan which stated that if Hae was unable to get in touch with Adnan 
she should get in touch with Y asser. The police insisted that because Y asser and 
Adnan are good friends they think alike and would act alike. Yasser agreed that 
he and Adnan are very similar. The police then asked Yasser where he would 
park the cat if he were to dispose of the car. Yasser replied probably the city. A 
few days later the police found Rae's car in the city. 

The mother describes him as a family friend. He is from the same country and 
attends the same Mosque. 




